Dye sensitized solar cells attract much attention for a clean energy generation device. Among several solvents for the electrolyte, we investigated here the cell characteristics with acetylacetone as a solvent. The electric conductivity of the electrolyte increases as the concentration of polyethylene glycol (PEG) decreases or that of ionic liquid increases. The addition of pyridine into the electrolyte improves both the open voltage and the short current density. On the other hand, the replacement of PEG with fluorinated oligomer in the gel electrolyte highly increases the short current density where the open voltage is not varied. As the concentration of ionic liquid increase, the open voltage and the short current density gradually increase. When more than 20 wt.% of the ionic liquid was mixed, the gelation was not obtained. As a result, acetylacetone is a practical solvent for a gel electrolyte with the fluorinated oligomer and ionic liquid.
Introduction
Silicon solar cells are nowadays widely used in homes, factories and even electric power generating factories. The environment-friendly power generation will be more and more important in the future. A new type of solar cells that came into birth in 1990 is greatly worth paying attention to it. The study of dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) has been performed extensively so far [1] [2] [3] [4] . Even today, continuous efforts are being devoted to enlarge its conversion efficiency and durability [5] .
The dye-sensitized solar cell can be divided into three parts: the cathode, the anode and the electrolyte between the two electrodes. The cathode consists of a light-incoming nanostructured electrode carrying dyes where light is devoted to the electron excitation. Since the dye holds the centered role in generating electric power, it has been fully investigated so far [3] [6] [7] . The photoelectrode has been also studied with regard to its microstructure [8] . The counter electrode, the anode, is also important because of the role of electron injection [3] .
We focus on the electrolyte here. The key issue is the redox reaction of I 2 in it, or sometimes LiI is also involved. The effects of other solvents have been studied before. Hara We tried to use acetylacetone that has not attracted so much attention before.
Acetylacetone is a simple molecular and can forms a various metal complexes at the same time. We expect it may expand the possibility of redox system in the electrolyte.
Experimental Details
We first describe the preparation of the cathode. The slurry containing titania particles whose dimension is between 50 and 75 nm was mixed for 15 minutes with polyethylene glycol (PEG) by 10 wt.% and titania powder of P-25 by 10 wt.%. In order to enhance the viscosity, Triton X (15 μl) was added and the mixture was well mixed for 15 minutes further to make paste. The paste was spread over a piece of fluorinated tin oxide (FTO) (100 μm) on a glass substrate, annealed at 450˚C for 30 minutes, and then cooled down naturally to room temperature. The obtained cathode was then soaked in Ruthenium dye complex
for three hours at room temperature. The anode was prepared in such a way that
Pt was deposited by a sputtering method on another FTO glass plate. The thickness of the Pt layer was around 10 nm.
The preparation of the electrolyte gel is described here. The mixture of acetylacetone and a kind of ionic liquid (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate) was used as a solvent. Into this solvent, LiI was added by 2 wt.% of the solvent and the mixture was well mixed for 10 minutes. Finally it was gelated by adding PEG and sonicated for 90 minutes.
In addition, we performed the extra experiments that the ionic liquid was replaced by another ionic liquid of a butyl-imidazolium system. Additionally we tried that a fluorinated oligomer gel was used instead of PEG gel electrolyte.
The electric conductivity was determined on the basis of a Cole-Cole plot. The J-V characteristics were measured under the irradiation of white light (AM 1.5) with a filtered light from a xenon lamp (UXL500SX by USHIO) at 55 mW/cm 2 .
The load resistance was varied in the range between 0 and 100 kΩ. Figure 1 shows the dependence of the electrical conductivity on PEG concentration. The concentration of ionic liquid to acetylacetone was fixed to be 15 wt.% here. As the PEG concentration increases, the electrical conductivity decreases monotonically. However, if the amount of PEG is not high enough, gelation cannot be achieved. There is rationally a trade-off between the gelation and conductivity because gelation means the enhancement of the viscosity which results in the difficulty in ionic movements. The gelation fundamentally conflicts with the high ionic conductivity in nature. discussion can be applied to our result whereas acetonitrile was used as a solvent in their electrolyte. Our results also showed the increase in short current density by the addition of pyridine, which is contrary to their results. They owed the decrease to the weakening of light intensity into TiO 2 . Our results give a kind of doubt to their discussion. These two opposite results apparently suggests some effects of pyridine on the electrolyte. The mechanism of the enhancement of the short current density is now the issue to be studied. It is possibly related to the kind of solvent in the electrolyte.
Results and Discussion
We describe here the additional experiment that the ionic liquid was replaced by the one of the butyl-imidazolium system. 
Conclusion
We investigated a DSC using acetylacetone-based electrolyte. In order to increase the electric conduction in the electrolyte, the concentration of PEG should be low and that of the ionic liquid is required to be high. But in the extreme end, the electrolyte cannot be gelated. The addition of pyridine enhances
not only the open voltage but also the short current density at the same time.
When the ionic liquid was replaced by one of the butylimidazolium system, both the open voltage and the current density gradually increased up to 0.68 V and 5.04 mA/cm 2 , respectively, as the concentration increased to 20 wt.%. Finally, when the electrolyte was gelated with a fluorinated oligomer was used, the short current density leaped to 6.01 mA/cm 2 . The fluorinated oligomer plays a prominent role to enhance the short current density. We expect the possibility of acetylaceton-based electrolyte gelated with the help of the fluorinated oligomer.
